YLs – A2 Things around us
Aims: To revise and practise vocabulary related to objects and
things around us
To categorise things around us
Length of lesson: 60-90 mins
Level/age: A2 Upper Primary (10/12 years)
Language: to give, to grow, to come from
food from plants and animals
seed, kitten, puppy
houses, transport, objects related to every day life
independent, favourite, alive
Materials: Things around us worksheet
Preparation: Photocopy enough worksheets per learner
This lesson can be delivered online using breakout rooms.
Procedure:

Warmer: Teach Plant the banana action chant.

1. Elicit from the learners that the banana tree grows, so we know it is alive.
Discuss what makes it grow (water, light, sunshine).
2. What else grows? Learners shout out their ideas, T writes on board. Check that
all words on board do grow and are therefore alive.
3. Give out worksheet. Put learners in pairs to read the short text together. How
many of the words on the board are in the text? Are all the things in the text
alive?
4. In their pairs, learners answer question1 on the worksheet. Full class feedback.
5. Elicit examples from your learners of things that are not alive. Learners complete
question 2 on worksheet in class or for homework.

Follow up:
There are plenty of follow-up activities you could do:
-

you can plant seeds in the classroom and chart their growth. There is a short
video which shows a seed germinating at: https://youtu.be/oDBX2gCXxYw

-

introduce the idea that living things eat and breathe as well as growing. Watch
the Robin Williams Am I alive? video from Sesame Street at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3p47bGlZuDA

-

There is also the idea of reproduction in the text with adults having babies, as
well as trees growing from seeds. Depending on age and level of learners, you
could then watch Mrs Gren, at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Us3WOzgSWL and identify the seven
features of living things

-

Things around us can then be classified into:
Living

No longer living

Never lived

People

Apple

Fire
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YLs – A2 Things around us - Worksheet
1. Read the text below and then answer the questions.
Banana trees grow and bananas grow on the trees and then we eat them.
Wood comes from trees and paper comes from wood.
Seeds grow into plants, flowers, vegetables and bushes.
Babies grow into children and go to school. Children grow into adults and have babies.
Puppies grow into dogs and become our friends. We take them for walks.
Kittens grow into cats and live with us, but they are very independent.
Other baby animals grow into adult animals and some people eat their meat.
Some animals give us food like milk and eggs.
1. What other fruit comes from trees? ........................................................
.................................................................................................................
2. Do we eat flowers?

Yes / No

3. Have you got a dog or cat? ....................................................................
4. What’s its name? ....................................................................................
5. Do you eat meat?

Yes / No

6. What meat do you like? ..........................................................................
7. Some people are vegetarian. What do they eat? ...................................
.................................................................................................................
8. Which animals give us milk and eggs? ...................................................
9. What is your favourite animal? ...............................................................
10. What is your favourite food? ..................................................................
2. Make a list of things that grow and don’t grow. Can you find five things that grow and
five things that don’t grow? (This can also be done for homework).
Don’t grow

Grow
Trees

Bicycles

Plant the Banana – Action chant

Dig the hole,
Dig the hole,
Dig the hole.
(mime digging a hole)

Plant the banana
Plant the banana
Plant the banana
(mime putting the baby banana tree in the hole
and stamping down the earth)

Water the banana,
Water the banana,
Water the banana.
(mime watering the banana)

Grow the banana,
Grow the banana,
Grow the banana.
(mime the banana tree growing
taller and taller)

Pick the banana,
Pick the banana,
Pick the banana.
(mime picking the fruit)

Peel the banana,
Peel the banana,
Peel the banana.
(mime peeling the banana)

Eat the banana,
Eat the banana,
Eat the banana.
(mime eating the banana!)
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